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The energy correlation and asymmetry of emission of particles produced in leptonic decay of 
hyperons, and also the polarization of the emitted nucleons or secondary hyperons, have been 
calculated with account of all six form factors of the decay V-A interaction. A method of com
parison of the theoretical formulas with the experimental data is suggested, which permits in 
principle to determine the form factor. A similar calculation is presented in the appendix, 
when all five types of decay interaction are retained and the form factors are neglected. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

THE recent observation1•2 of the decay A-. p 
+ e- + v gives grounds for hoping that leptonic de
cays of hyperons will soon be experimentally inves
tigated. Such an investigation is particularly inter
esting for the following reasons. On the one hand, 
the theoretical analysis is made much easier here 
by the fact that all the particles in the final states 
are free (accurate to inessential Coulomb forces). 
This permits an exact calculation of the process 
with account of the weak decay interaction, naturally, 
only in first-order perturbation theory. On the other 
hand, the influence of strong interactions should lead 
to the appearance of energy-dependent form factors 
of the decay interaction, which affect the experimen
tal results. An investigation of the {3 decay of hy
perons can therefore yield certain information on 
the role of strong interactions, as takes place in the 
scattering of fast electrons by nucleons. 

The present work is devoted to a theoretical 
analysis of leptonic decays of hyperons. It is as
sumed from the outset that this decay is due to 
the universal four-fermion V-A interaction.3•4 

This assumption is natural, since the universal 
V-A theory has thus far been most brilliantly con
firmed by all experiments on weak interactions 
(incidentally, always without participation of 
strange particles). The question of the possibility 
of determining the variants of the interaction re
sponsible for the leptonic decay of hyperons di
rectly from experimental data is considered in 
Appendix B. 

The form factors of the V-A interaction are 
introduced in Sec. 2. Section 3 is devoted to the 
possibility of determining all the form factors in 

an investigation of the energy correlation and 
asymmetry of the particles emitted in the hyperon 
decay. Formulas for the energy distribution, 
asymmetry of emission, and polarization of the 
emitted nucleons (or secondary hyperons), and 
also the total probability of the decay, are written 
out in Sec. 4. The indicated quantities where cal
culated previously by one of the authors5 only for 
the Cv and CA form factors. Reference 5 con
tains, however, many inaccuracies which are cor
rected in the present paper. In section 5, some 
features of the decays ~ -.A+ e + v are con
sidered. 

2. FORM FACTORS 

Leptonic decays of hyperons can be written in 
a unique manner 

(1) 

where Y is the decaying hyperon, N the nucleon 
or hyperon in the final state (processes of the type 
s- -. A + z- + v are meant), l is the electron or 
muon, and v is the antineutrino. We shall hence
forth omit bar over v in the indices. 

In calculating the decay probability in first-order 
perturbation theory, the matrix element of the S 
matrix is given (in the case of the VA theory) by 
the expression6 

i (21t) 4o (pr- PN- pz- p,) <N I ~2 1~'- (0) I Y) 
X (Uti!!. (1 + "(s) Uv), (2) 

where for each particle B, I B > is its real state, 
uB is the free spinor, PB the four-momentum, 
and G = 1.4 x 10-49 erg-cm3 is the Feynman-Gell-
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Mann constant. 3 The current J /J. ( x) = J ~ ( x) 
+ _!f;- ( x) is a superp~sition of the currents 
(1/JN(x)y/J.lfiy(x)) + (l/IN(x)y/J.y5lfiy(x)), where 
Y and N are different baryons ( 1/JB ( x) is the 
operator of the particle B in the Heisenberg rep
resentation), and also of the currents that can be 
made up of the boson (i.e., K and 1r meson ) op
erators. 

The existence of strong interactions makes a 
direct calculation of 2-1/2 <N I GJ/J. ( 0) I Y> im
possible. The most common form of this matrix 
element follows from the relativistic invariance 

(N I :z'~'- (O) I Y> =("UN {I!L(Cv-CA'Is) 

+ O"p.v (py- PN)v (Bv- BAis) 

+ i (py- PN)~L (Dv- DAis)} Uy). (3) 

In Eq. (3), Cy, CA, By, BA, Dy, and DA are 
real (because of the CP invariance) functions of 
the invariant 

Q2 =- (py- PN)2 = m} + m~- 2mrEN 

(the last equation is true in the rest system of Y). 
From the conservation laws we have 

m~ <,Q2 <,(mr-mN)2 , mN <,EN <,(m}+ m't-m~)f2my. 
(4) 

Unlike ordinary {3 decay,6 in the decay of hy
perons there are no grounds for assuming BA 
and Dy equal to zero, so that the expression for 
the decay probability should include, generally 
speaking, the interferences of all six form factors. 
In the case when l is an electron, only four form 
factors remain, Cy, C A• By, and B A• since 
Dy and D A make a contribution proportional to 
the square of the electron mass, which is negligibly 
small compared with the other quantities of the theory. 

The dependence of the form factors on Q2 is 
not known beforehand. If we write the power
series expansion 

(5) 

with analogous expressions for C A• By, B A• Dy, 
and D A• this dependence will be determined by the 
quantity a, the {3 -decay "radius" of the hyperon, 
analogous to the corresponding electromagnetic 
radius, which characterizes the distribution of 
the charge or magnetic moment in the nucleon. It 
follows from the experimental data7 that in electro
magnetic interactions a"' 0.8 x 10-13 em "' 1/2m7r. 
We have no grounds for assuming the f3 -decay ra
dius to be much greater than this. But if this is so, 
then in (5), for example, Q2a2/6 :s: 0.09 for the de-

cay A -p +r+ v and Q2a2/6 :s: 0.18 for ~- -n 
+ z- + v. Since these quantities are relatively small, 
the series (5) will apparently converge rapidly, and 
the high powers of Q2 can be neglected in it. It is 
natural also to expect that in order of magnitude 

B (0) ~ D (0) ~ac (0) (6) 

with a"' 0.8 x 10-13 em; Eqs. (5) and (6) will be 
used later on for various estimates. 

3. ENERGY CORRELATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL 
DETERMINATION OF THE FORM FACTORS 

The largest amount of information for the ex
perimental determination of the form factors enter
ing in (3) can be obtained by investigating the energy 
correlation of the particles produced in hyperon de
cays. It is convenient here to introduce the dimen
sionless variables (all the energies are taken in 
the Y rest system ) 

2my 1 1 + "tl I J] 
X= 2 2 I Et- E-. 1- I J ' my-mNL "t1 

J=Q 2 j(my-mN)2 , "tJ=m7/(my-mN) 2, (7) 

analogous to the corresponding variables for the 
K7r3 and Ke3 decays, considered by Dalitz8 and 
Kobzarev. 9 The conservation laws limit the range 
of permissible variation of X and J to the line 
J = 11 ( 11 = 0 in the case of electronic decays ) 
and the hyperbola 

where the small parameter ~ is determined by 
the equation 

(8) 

(9) 

The values of ~ and 1J (for l = iJ. ) for different 
decays are listed in the table. The range of varia
tion of X and J is shown in the figure. The 
focus of the hyperbola is located at the point X= 0, 
J = ( ~-2 + 1 )/2. When ~ « 1, the hyperbola is 
almost identical with the parabola 

X 2 +J= 1, (10) 

J 

-1 -0} 0 (},5 , 

Energy correlation on the XJ plane. Curve a: X2 = -!(1- J) 
x (1-~2]), curve b: x• = (1-])(1-eJ), line parallel to the 
abscissa axis: J = 71 = m~/(my- mN)2. 
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According to (7), EN, lPN I• Ez and Ev are 
expressed in terms of X and J by the equations 

(11) 

It is seen from (11) that for electronic decays 
( TJ = 0 ) and for ~ « 1, E8 is expressed only in 
terms of X. To obtain the dependence of the decay 
probability on Ee it is sufficient in this case to 
integrate with respect to J from 0 to 1 - X2. The 
integration is always elementary, for the depend
ence on J is that of a power law. 

The leptonic decay probability calculated accord
ing to (2) and (3) with given X and J, and also 
with given angle between the vector of polarization 
of the decaying hyperon, ty. and the unit vector 
nN in the direction of motion of N, has the form 

dW (X J· r n ) = dXdJ dO.N (my- mN)s (1- 3..)2 
' ' ~y, N 16n;3 4n; (1 + ~)3 J 

X [S (X, J) + RN (X, J)(~YnN)]. (12) 

Formulas for S (X, J) and RN (X, J) are given 
in Appendix A. 

If each decay event is now represented by the 
points X and J on the figure, then an analysis 
of the distribution of these points leads to certain 
conclusions regarding the magnitudes of the form 
factors, all of which are functions of J, but not ol 
X. In such an analysis, in particular, one can de
termine independently the six coefficients of X0, 

x1, and x2 in S(X, J) and RN(X, J). Actually, 
if the hyperbola X2 = iXfu (J) = i (1-J)(1- ~ 2J) 
is drawn, the region of variation of X and J is 
broken up in four parts, as shown in the figure, 
and an integration performed with respect to X 
in each of the sections, one can obtain the energy 
distribution s<i>( J) and the asymmetry of emission 
of the nucleons RW ( J) in the i -th section: 

dW; (J; ~y, nN) 

dJ dO.N (my- mN)5 

= 16"'" Xm (J) 41c- (1 + ~)" (I- riJ)2 

X rs<il (J) + RW (J) (~YnN)]. (13) 

For electronic decays ( TJ = 0 ) , the only ones con
sidered in this section, it follows from (A.1) and 
(A.2) that 

s<1> + s<2> + s<s> + s<4> = -f {C~ (I +2J)(I-1;2J) +C~ (I- J) (I + 21;2!) +(my- mN) 2J [B~ (2 + J)(l -1;2J) 

+ B~ (I- J) (2 + 1;2J)]- 6 (my- mN) J [CABA (I-1;2J)-CvBv1; (I- J)]}, 

[S<1> + S(4)]- [S<2> + s<a>] = {-X;.(J)[-(C~ + C~) + (my-mN) 2J (B~ + B~)], 
[S<1l + S<2>]- [S(a) + s<4ll = 41;JXm (J)[-CvCA + BvBA (m}- mJ)+ (my -mN)CvBA- (my+ mN)CABv], 

RW + R~) + R~) + RW = -f Xm (J) {CvCA (I - 2~J) 

+ (my-mN) 2JBvBA (2-~J) -(my- mN)J [CVBA (1-21;) +CABv(2-l;)]} 

!RW + RWJ- [R,\j> + RWJ = Xm (J){[- CvCA +(my- mN) 2JBvBA] (I+ ~J) +(my- mN)J (I+ ~}(CvBA -CABv)}, 

IRW + R~)]- [RW + RWJ=2J {[CA- (my-mN) BAP (I- ~2J)+ [~Cv +(my- mN) Bv]2 (1 -J)}. (14) 

Further analysis, generally speaking, requires that 
the expressions obtained upon substitution of (5) in (14) 
be. compareq with the experimental dependence of 
s(I) and R~) on J. Such a comparison, however, 
requires the accumulation of much statistical ma
terial. If, however, we neglect in first approxima
tion quantities of order (my- mN )2 a2 /3, i.e., 

dW. (r . ) - (my- mN)s dO.N (i) (i) 
' ~y, nN - 30,. (1 + ~)" ~ [s + rN (~rnN)]; (15) 

leave only the statistical values of the form fac
tors, then (14) can be integrated with respect to 
J, after which comparison with experiment means 
simply the counting of the number of points enter
ing into each of the four regions on the diagram. 
The total probability of decay with entry into the 
i-th region and the integral asymmetry in the 
same· region are given by 

if we neglect quantities of order (my -mN)2a2/3 
and ~. then, taking (6) into account: 

s11> + s<2l + s<a> + s<4> = 3C~ + C}- 4 (my- mN) CABA, 

[s<1l + sh>l- [s<2> + s<3>] = - f- (C~ + C~), 

[s<1> + s<2>]- [s<a> + s<4>] =- .!i ~ [CvCA +(my+ mN) CABv 

+ (m;- ml;) BvBA], 

, (1) + ,<2> + ,<a> , ,<4) N N N T N~ 
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[rW + r.WJ- [rW + rWJ = 

--is [3CvCA -+ (mr- mN) (CABv- CvBA)], 

IrW + r~)]- rrW + r.WJ = c~- 2 (my- mN) CABA. (16) 

It is interesting to note that if estimate (6) is cor
rect then, both in (16) and in (14), the decisive role 
is played in the third expression by the product 
C ABv; the effect itself is in this case of order 
(my- mN) a, i.e., it is not too small. 

Expressions (16) make it possible in principle 
to determine Cy, CA, By, and BA in such an 
approximation, that their dependence on J can be 
disregarded. If expansion (5) is substituted in (14) 
for the form factors, then additional terms appear 
in. (16). An experimental determination of s<i> and 
rW would then yield six relations between the eight 
unknowns 

Cv(O),CA(O), Bv(O),BA(O), a(Cv), a(CA), a(Bv), a(BA)· 
(17) 

The additional relations between these quantities, 
and consequently also the possibility of their deter
mination, can be obtained by investigatmg the emis
sion asymmetry not of the nucleon alone, but of the 
electron and neutrino, too. If Re (X, J) is defined 
in analogy with (12), its expression is 

R (X J) J (1 + ~)2 2 
e , = 1+XHJ {-(Cv-CA) (1 -\--X-~J) 

-(my- mN)2 X (Bv-BA) 2 J (1- X- ~J) 

+ 2 (my- mN) J (1- ~) (Cv- CA) (Bv- BA)} 

+ (C~ + C~) 2~XJ + (C~- C~) (I - ~2) J 

- 2CvCA (1- X 2 - ~212)-\-- (my- mN) 2 J {- (B~ + B~) 
X 2X + (B~- B~) (I- ~ 2) J - 2BvBA (I+ X 2 - ~2J2)} 

+2 (my- mN) J {(CvBv + CABA)(1- e) X 

+ (CABA-CvBv) (I-\--~) (1- ;J)-\-- (CABv- CvBA) 

X (I-\--~) X-\-- (CvBA-\-- CABv) (1- e) (I -\-- ~J)} (18) 

with Rv (X, J) obtainable from (18) by substituting 
-X for X, - CA for CA, and -BA for BA, 
and reversing the sign of the entire expression. In
tegrating Re and Rv wit!I respect to X and 
[after substituting (5)] with respect to J within 
the limits of each of the four regions in the dia
gram, and comparing the resultant expressions with 
the experimental data on the asymmetry of emis
sion of the electron and the neutrino, new relations 
are obtained between the parameters (17). 

To determine the remaining form factors, i.e., 
Dy(O), DA(O), and a(Dy), it is necessary to 
investigate analogously the Jl -mesic decays of 
hyperons, starting with the equations of Appendix A. 

4. ENERGY DISTRIBUTION, EMISSION ASYM
METRY, AND POLARIZATION OF THE 
EMITTED NUCLEONS OR HYPERONS 

The energy distribution and the emission asym
metry of N in the case of electronic decays are 
given by the first and fourth equations of (14). 
Analogous expressions for ,:L -mesic decays are 
obtained by integrating Eqs. (A.l) and (A.2) with 
respect to X. The result is 

dW (J· r - _!!:!___ (my- mN)5 ( "'')2 dQN 
'w, .nN)- 24r.3 (1 + ~)s Xm (J) 1 - J 4r. 

x S.v (J) [ 1 + ocN (J) (Cv nv)l. (19) 

SN (J) = (C~ + C~) {2 -:~ J + ~2J (1-1/) 

+ 1l r 4 - J - ~2 J ( 1 + 2J) 1 1 J} 

+ 3 (C~4 - C~) (I - i;2) J-;- 2 (mr- m.v) 2 J (I --'- 11 i 2J) 

X [B~ (1 - J) (2 +- i;2J) + B~ (2 + J) (1- i;2J)] 

+ 31J (my- mN) 2 J [D~ (1- ~ 2J) + D~ i;2 (1 - J)] 

-12(my-mN)J(1-+1JI2J)[CABA(I-i;2J) 

- CvBv ~ (1- J)]- 61J (my- mN)[CvDv (1- i;2J) 

- CADA ~ (1- J)]; (20) 

OCN (J) =4S?;? (J) Xm (J) {CvCA [1- 2~J +'I] (2- i;J) /J] 

+(my- mN) 2J (1 +'I] I 2J)(2- i;J) BvBA 

-}'I] (my- mN) 2JWvD A- +'YJ (my- mN) 

X (CADv- CvDA~) 

-(my- mN) J (I-\-- 1JI2J) [CvBA (I- 2~) 

+ CABv (2 -E)]}. (21) 

The polarization vector of the emitted nucleon 
(or hyperon) is determined by 

PN = P1 (J) nN + P2 (J) nN (~Y nN) + P3 (J) [nN [~y nN]], 

(22) 

with (the method of calculating Pi was described 
earlier5 ) 

P 1 (J) SN(J) [I+ OCN(J) (~yON)]= 4 Xm (J) {CvCA [ 1 + 2;1 

-\--('1]/ J) (2 + ~J)]- (my- mN) 2 J (I + 1Jf2J) 

><(2 + i;J) BvBA- ; 1J (my- mN)2 JWvD A 

- ~ 1J (my- m.v) (CADv- CvDA~) +(my- mN) 

X/ (1 + 1J/2J) [CABv (2-\-- ~)- CvBA (1 -\-- 2i;)]}; 

PM)SN (J) Il+ OCN(J) (~YflN)] = (q + C~) {2-3J--i;2J 

~<(3-4J) + 1J [4-:----31- ~2J (3-2J)]/J} + (C~- C~) 

x(l- i;2) J (1 +2TJ j J)- 2 (my- mN) 2 J (1 + 1JI2J) 

X[BJ (1- J)(2- i;2J) -t- B~ (2- J) (1 - ~2J)] 

+ 3TJ (my-mN) 2 J [D~ (1- i; 2J)+D~ ~2 (1-J)] 

+ 4 (my- mN) J (1 + '11121) [CABA (I- i;2J) 

- CvBv i; (1 - J)]- 611 (my- fl}N) [CvDv (1 - i;2J) 

- CADA i; (I- J ]; 
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P3 (J) SN (J) [I + IXN (J) (~v nN)l = The quantities 

-<CO+ C~)(l- ~2)J (I- 'fJIJ) 

+ (q- C~) (I + 2'1jjJ) (2- J -~2J) 

- 2 (my- mN) 2 J2 (I + '1j/2J)[B~ (I - ~2J)- BW (I - J)] 

+ 3"1) (my- mN) 2 J[D~ (I- ~2J)- D~ ~2 (I - J)] 

+ 4 (my- mN) J (I+ "tJf2J)[CABA (I- ~2J) 

+CvBv~(I-J)]-6"1J(my-mN) [CvDv(l-e 2J) 

+CADAe(I-J)]. (23) 

We see that (20)- (23) do not contain interfer
ences between the form factors B and D. In 
addition, SN, P2, and P3 have no "cross prod
ucts" CyCA, CyBA, CyDA, CABV, CADy, 
BvBA, or DvDA, which enter only in aN and 
P1. This is the consequence of certain formal 
properties of the invariance of the matrix element 
(2)- (3), discussed in reference 10. 

To obtain the energy distribution and the emis
sion asymmetry for Z (or v), it is necessary to 
integrate over variable N and v (or Z) • It is 
possible to obtain in this manner also the polari
zation of the emitted muons (the electrons should 
be almost totally polarized). The foregoing inte
gration can be performed, however, only by spe
cifying a concrete dependence of the form factors 
on Q2, such as the expansion (5). The results 
are too cumbersome and will not be written out 
here. 

Similarly, to obtain the total decay probability 
and emission asymmetry of N, it is necessary to 
integrate over J in (19) - (21) and substitute (5) 
therein. If quantities of orde~ ~ 2 , ~ (my-mN)2a2, 
and (my-mN)4 a4 are neglected and the estimate 
(6) is used, the integration is easy. In this approxi
mation, the total decay probability is 

1 (my- mN)5 2 2 
lV= 3on• ( 1 +~)" {(Cv(0)+3CA(O)]cr1 

+--}(my- mN) 2 (Bv 2 (0) (- 4o2 - (4- 2Yj) cr1 + 2Yjcr0) 

+ BA2 (0) (2cr2 -t- (4 + "1)) cr1 + 2"1jcr0)] 

+ '1J (my- mN) 2 D~ (0) cr1 

- 2"1) (my -- m!V) [Cv (0) Dv (0) cr0 

+ CA (0) DA (0) ~ (crl- cro)l- 2 (my- mN) [CA (0) BA (0) 

X (2crl + Yj00) -~ Cv (0) Bv (0) ~ (2cr2 - (2- "1)) cr1 -1jcr0)] 

- f (my- mN) 2 [C~· (0) a2 (Cv) + C~ (0) a2 (CA)l 

X [cr2 + (2- "1)) cr1 + 4"1)o0]- {--(my- mN) 2 [Cl (0) a2 (CA) 

--C~ (0) a2 (Cv)J 02 + a2 (BA)l (2cr2 + '1jcr1) 

+ {(my- mN)3 CA (0) BA (0) [a2 (CA) 

+ { "1l (my- mN)3 Cv (0) Dv (0) 

x[a2 (Cv) + a2 (Dv)l crl}. (24) 

1 

Clk = ~ ~ dJ l"T=7 (I - "f)/J)2 Jk 

7) 

have values 

To estimate the probabilities of leptonic hyperon 
decays, one can put in (24) By= BA = Dy = DA = 0, 
a(Cy)=a(CA)=O, and Cy=-CA=G/{2. We 
give below a table of the probabilities thus calcu
lated. Also given are the values of ~ , TJ (for Z 

"' fJ- ) , T (the experimental lifetime of the hyperon), 
and Wzr (ratio of the number of events of corre
sponding lepton decay to the total number of hy
peron decay). The last two columns list the ex
perimental values2 of w rr. In the case of :=:
decays, Wzr is assumed to be less than 0.7, 
since up to now 14 :=:--A+ 1r- events have been 
observed,17•11 but not a single leptonic decay. For 
the sake of completeness, the table includes the 
decays I: + - n + r + v for a reduction of 1 in the 
baryon charge and :=:- - n + z- + v for a change 
of 2 in strangeness. 

5. THE DECAYS :t- A+ e + v 

The table includes also the decays I:+ - n + e± 
+ v (il), in which both baryons have the same 
strangeness, as in ordinary {3 decay. According 
to reference 3, the divergence of the current re
sponsible for these processes is equal to zero. 
This means12•13 that in (3) we have for the same 
spatial parity of I: and A 

Cv = Dv Q2/ (mE - mA), 

and for different parity 

CA =- DAQ 2 I (mE+ mA). 

It is seen from (26) and (27) that as Q2- 0, 

(26) 

(27) 

Cv ( C A) also vanishes. This is the consequence 
of the absence of a direct interaction, responsible 
for the decay I: - A + e + v, if the divergence of 
the vector portion of the baryon current is zero.14 

It is therefore natural to turn again to the analogy 
with electrodynamics and, assuming as in Sec. 2 
that Cv (CA)"' GQ2a2/6{2, put a"' 0.8 x 10-13 
em. Inthis case Cy(CA) .!S0.014G/{2, i.e., it 
is sufficiently small. Inasmuch as the form factor 
C A ( Cv) should not vanish as Q2 - 0, there are 
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1Q10-r, 
Type of decay ~ '1 

sec 

A-> p +I-+ v 0.08610.355 2.8 
:E----> n +I-+ v 0.12 0.17 1.7 
:::-~A+ I-+ v 0.084 0.265 -2 
2- __. ~0 + I- + v 0.052 0.66 -2 
:E+---> n +I++~ 0.12 0.18 0.8 

:::----> n + (- + 'V 0.17 0.077 -2 

:E----> A+ e- + v 0.035 1.7 

:E+---> A+ e+ + ~ 0.032 0.8 

no grounds for assuming it to be as small. There
fore one can expect in the decays ~ ...... A + e + v 
that CA » Cy (Cy » CA)· There are less 
grounds for assuming that C A » By ( m~ - m A) 
[Cy » BA (m~ -mA)], but if it assumed in anal
ogy with (6) that B ,..., Ga/.f2, then when a"' 0.8 
x 10-13 em we have (m~ -mA) a"' lfa, i.e., an 
additional small factor arises. If the foregoing 
inequalities are correct, then according to (19) -
(23) the asymmetry of emission of A (a) and 
the polarization of A ( P 1 ) will be small in the 
decay of unpolarized ~. It would be interesting 
to verify this fact experimentally. 

Unfortunately, the ~ ...... A + e + v decays can 
hardly be observed in the near future; the lack of 
a direct decay current [if A y f.L ( 1 + y 5 ) 1/J~ ] can re
duce the decay probability by an additional several 
times. 

APPENDIX 

A. Energy Correlation and Asymmetry of 
Hyperon Decay 

The formulas for S (X, J) and RN (X, J), 
determined in accordance with (12), are 

S (X, J) = (C} + C~}{1- X 2 - ~2J2) + 'YI [(1- X) 2 - ;zJz]/J} 

+ (C~- C}) (1- ;2) J- 4Cv CA ~XJ 

+(my- mN) 2 J {(B} + B~) [(1 + X 2 - ~2J2) 

+ 'Y/ [1- X 2 - J (1 + ~2) /2]/Jl+ (B~- B}) (1 + 'Yif2J) 

X(1 - ;2) J + 4BvBAX} + 'Y/ (my- mN) 2 J {Dv2 (1 - ~Jj 
+ DA2; 2 (1- J)} + 4 (my- mN) J {- CABA [(1 -~2J) 

+ 'Y/ {1- X-~2J)j2J] + CvBvH1- J 

+ 'Y/ (1- J- X)j2J]- CABvX 

+ CvBAeX} 
- 2'Yj (my- mN) {CvDv (1- ~2J- X) 

-CADAq1 -J-X)} 

+ 2'Yj (my- mN) 2 (BvDv + BADA) ;xJ. (A.l) 

w.. w~<. lw.~.% Experimen-

wP.~.% 
tal values 

sec-1 sec-1 1 
We"t',%1W!-L.o:",%. 

5.8·107 9.4·106 1.7 1 0.26 -0.13 <0.12 
3.4·108 1.5·108 5.7 2.5 ~0.5 ~0.5 

1.2·108 3.2·107 2.4 0.64 <7 <7 
1.4·107 2.1·105 0.3 0.004 <7 <7 
3.0·108 1.3·108 2.4 1.0 <1.1 <1.3 

2.1·10° 1.5·109 40 30 <7 <7 

1.4·106 0.024 

I 8.6·105 0.007 

RN (X, J) = 2Xm (J){[C~ (1 - ;2J)+ C}~2 {1 - J)] XJ /X';, 

+ CvCA [(1- eJ)- X2 (1 + ~J)/Xm 2 + 'Y/ {(1- ~J) 

+X2 {1 +eJ)jX~-X[2-J(1 +~2)1/X';,}/J] 

+(my -mN)2 XJ [B} (1 - J) + B7.t (1 - e2J)] /X~ 

+(my -mN) 2 JBvBA !(1- ~J)+ X 2 (1 + ;J);X! 

+ 'Y/ {1- X 2X;;; (1 + ~J)} I J]- '1J (my-m!\) 2 JWvDA 

-2 (m:y- mN) JXX-;;,2 [CABA (1-e2J) 

- CvBve (1 - J)]- (my- mN) JCABv [(1- e) 

t X 2 {1 +e)/ X~+ ('Y// J) {1-X2 (1+~) j X~+ ~X 

X(l-J)/X~}J 
-(my- mN) JCvBA [(1- ~)- X 2 (1 +e)/ X~ 

-"t)J-l X{~- X2 (1 +~)I X~+ X (1- ~2J)/ X~}] 

- 'Y/(my- mN)[CADv {1- X (1 -•eJ)jX~} 

-CvDA~{l-X (1-J)jX~}] 

- 'Y1 (ml·- mN) 2 XJK;; 

(A.2) 

B. Variants of Decay Interaction 

The universal V-A interaction scheme3•4 is at 
present in splendid agreement with all experimen
tal data on {3 decay, K capture, induced antineu
trino absorption, and pion and muon decay. An ex
tension of this scheme to include the decays of 
strange particles is at the same time a hypothesis, 
the likelihood of which is based essentially on the 
agreement between the orders of magnitude of the 
decay constants of strange and ordinary particle. 
Contemporary experimental data2 indicate, in par
ticular, that the A ...... p + e- + v decay is appro xi
mately one-tenth as frequent as in the unive·rsal 
V-A scheme without renormalization. This agrees 
both with the relatively low probability of Kf.L2, 

Kf.L3, and Ke3 decays, 13•15 and with the fact that in 
the V-A scheme one must have a renormalization 
of the decay constants16•14 which can fully lead to 
their reduction by a factor of several times. At 
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the same time, the rule ~T = ±'fz, which holds 
with good accuracy for leptonless decays of strange 
particles,17•18 is accidental in the Feynman-Gell
Mann theory, if one excludes from it the neutral 
baryon and meson currents. In the latter case, 
the universality of the scheme would necessitate 
also the introduction of neutral lepton currents, 
which would lead to the presence of the decays 
K0 - J.l.+ + J.l.-, K+- 7T+ + e+ + e-, K+- 7T+ + v + v, 
and K+ - 7T+ + J.l.+ + J.l.-, which have not been ob
served experimentally. Therefore, the extent to 
which the V-A scheme describes the decay of 
strange particles remains, strictly speaking, 
moot. 

The fullest answer to this question could be ob
tained by an experimental study of leptonic hyperon 
decays. The determination of the variations of de
cay interaction, to be sure, is made difficult here 
by the presence of many ( 12) energy-dependent 
form factors, the determination of which calls for 

an accuracy and completeness of experimental 
data hardly attainable now. The problem becomes 
much simpler if the contribution from the form 
factors is assumed small. Under this assumption 
one can start the calculations with the form of the 
Lee-Yang matrix element of the S matrix 

5 

i (2rr) 4o (Pv- PN- Pt- Pv) 2J (uN Oiuv) (iitOi (Ci + C/&5) uv), 

i=l (A.3) 

where 

and Cj and Cj are assumed constant. 
If the energy correlation and the decay asym

metry are investigated on the basis of the matrix 
element (A.3), the following expressions will hold 
for S (X, J), and RN (X, J), determined accord
ing to (12), 

S (X, J) = (avv + aAA) {(I - ~2J2 - X 2) +'fiJ-I [(I - X)2- :;2J 2 ]} + (aAA - avv) (1 - ~2) J- 4aAv~XJ 

+ J [ass (I- ~2J) + app~2 (I- J)- 2 (asr +aPT) ~X]+ arr {[2-2X2 - J- ~2J] + 2'1/J-1 [(I - X)2 - ~212 ]} 

+ 2'1/'t. [(asv + 3aAr) (I- X- ~2J) + ~ (aPA + 3avr) (I- X- J)]; (A.4) 

RN (X, J) = 2Xm (J) {[bAA (I- ~2J) + bvvE2 (I- J)] XJfX';. + bvA [(I- ~J)- X 2 (1 + ~J)jX';. + "ffJ-I {(I - ;J) 

+ X 2 (I + ;J)/ X';. - X[2- J (I-j- ; 2)]/X';.}] + J [bsp;- XX;;;2 {bsr {1- ; 2J) + bPT~2 (I - J)}] 

- brr [I - X 2 (I + ;J)jX';. + TjJ-1 {(l - ~J) + X 2 (I + ~J)jX;,.- X [2- J (I + ~2)]/X;,.}J + Yj'f,bAs [I -X (I - ; 2J)jX;,.J 

+ "fl'f,~bvp [l -X (I- J)jX';.]- "fl'l•bAr [2- ~ -XX;;;2 {2- ~ (1- J)- 2~2J}] 

where 

An analysis fully analogous to the one of Sec. 3, 
allows separation of the coefficients of .the different 
powers of X in (A.4) and (A.5). In the case of 
electronic decays ( T/ = 0) and neglecting terms of 
order ~. one can obtain, as in (16), 

s(l) + s<2> + s<3> + s<4> =ass+ avv + 3 (aAA + arr ), 

[s<1> + s<4>]- [s<2> + s<3>] =- ~ (avv + aAA + 2arr), 

[s(l) + s<2>]- [s< 3> + s<4>] =- -f; (asr --i--an+ 2avA), 

(1) (2) 1 (3) • (4) 0 (b b ) 
TN +TN -;--TN -;--TN =2 VA- TT' 

[T(l) , T(4)) [T(2) ..l T(3)] 1s (b b ) 
N T N - N 1 N = -Is VA- TT, 

(A.7) 

For the asymmetry of emission of l, in the 
case of electronic decays, the following expression 
holds 

R.e(X, J) =- J (1 + ~) 2 (I -+~X- ~J) (I+ X + ;Jr1 

X [(bvv + bAA-brs-bTP)-2(bvA-brr)] 

+ (bvv +bAA -brs- bTP) 

X 2~XJ- (bAA- bvv + brp- brs) {1 - ; 2) J 

-2(bvA-brr)(I-X2 -;2 J2) 

(A.5) 

(A.6) 

-2 (bsp -brrHJfi + ~J -J (I ~H)2/(l +X+ ~J)]. 
(A.8) 

As in (A. 7), we neglect terms of order ~ and 
obtain 

T~1 > + T~2 > + T~3> + T~4 > =- 2 [(bAA- brs) + (bvA- brr)l. 

[T~1 ) + T~4>]- [T~2 ) + d3>] = {-(bvA-brr), 

[T~l) + T~2>]- [T~3 > + T~4)] = ~~ {(bvv +bAA- brs 

- brp) + 2 (2bvA- brr- bsp)}. (A.9) 

R (X, J) is obtained from (A.8) by reversing the 
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sign of X and of the constants CT, CT, Cy, and 
cA_, followed by reversal of the sign of the entire 
expression. It is easily seen that knowledge of 
(A. 7) and (A. 9) alone is not enough for the deter
mination of the variants of the decay interactions, 
since these formulas yield only the combinations 
of constants 

avv + aAA + 2arr, b\'A- brr, 

aAA - avv- arr +ass, bAA - bsr (A.10) 

(the combinations of constants which are further 
multiplied by ~ cannot be determined with any 
degree of accuracy, since the unaccounted form 
factors should make a large contribution to the 
corresponding terms ) . 

Such a result was obvious from the very outset, 
since the transition from the V-A to the S+ P- T 
variant for C' = C leads in the case of hyperon 
decay, as shown in the Appendix of reference 5, 
only to ~ reversal of the polarization of N and Z, 
and this cannot affect in any manner the energy 
distribution and asymmetry of emission of N, Z, 
and iJ. To determine the decay interaction it is 
therefore necessary to study the polarization of 
N or l. In particular, in the case of electronic 
decays the polarization of N can be determined 
from the formulas of reference 19, where the 
muon decay is calculated, by making the substitu
tions fJ.- Y, e-N. In our notation, these for
mulas are [SN, aN, and Pi are determined from 
(19) "and (22)]: 

Ss (J) = 2a_4 A ( 1 -;- 2J) ( 1 - ~2J) -;- 2aH (1 - J) ( 1 + 2'; 2J) 

-i- 3assJ (1-:;2J), 3app;2J(1-J) 

-i- arr [4- J ~;2J (1 + 2J)], 

XN (J) = 2Sx1 (J)Xm ([) _{2bvA ( 1 - 2;J) 

+ 3bsp';J- brr(2- ;J)}. 
P1 (J) = 2S:V1 (J) [ 1 + IX,v (J) (~vnN)r1 Xm (J) {2bv.4 ( 1 -;- 2;J) 

, 3bs/C.J + brr (2 + ~J)}, 
p2 (J) = s::/ (J) ( 1 + IXN(J) (;yo,,-) r1{2avv ( 1 - J) ( 1 - 2'::,21) 

+ 2a..tA (1- 2J) (1- ; 2J), 3assl (1- ';2J) 

+3app~2J (1- J)- arr [4- 3J- ;2J (3- 2J)]}, 

P3 (J) = S}/ (J)[ 1 + a.,v(J) (~vn;V)r1 {2avv(1- J) 

- 2aAA (1- ';21) + 3assJ (1- ; 2J) 

- 3appE2J (1- J)- arr (1- ;2) J}. (A.ll) 

When ~ « 1, we obtain in (A.ll) aNSN 

= 4(bvA -bTT>• P 1 ~ (bvA + bTT), i.e., a study 
of the asymmetry of emission as well as the po
larization of N make it possible to determine the 

variant of the decay interaction. The situation here 
is fully analogous with the case of muon decay .19 

The formulas for the polarization of l when 
~-« 1 coincide with the known expression for elec
tron polarization in the decay of the free neutron. 

To find the polarization of A in the decay 
:=:- - A + r + v one can use the known asymmetry 
of the decay A- p + 1r-. Analogously, in the de
cays Y - N + fJ. + v the polarization of fJ. leads 
to asymmetry of the decay fJ.- e + v + iJ. 
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